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a 1.2 x 50 ps voltage pulse into an open circuit and an 8 x

20 ps current pulse into a short circuit. The pulse shape and
the charge voltage applied to capacitors inside the surge
generator determine the energy in the applied pulse. Charge
voltages for location B are variable up to 6 kV. Surviving
these pulses does not ensure that an inverter would survive
nearby lightning. In fact, the levels of the pulse are
negotiable by the parties involved in the evaluations.
Surviving the pulses does confirm a certain desirable level
of hardening of the inverter.

2. Laboratory Test Capability
A Velonex Model 587 high voltage surge generator and a

Velonex V-2734 isolation unit are used in the SNL

evaluations. An additional 1.2 x 50 ps waveform is
available to pulse high impedance circuits. If, as is typical,

the inverter inputs have low impedance then the 8 x 20 ps
pulse, defined for a short circuit, is the more severe stress.

Abstract

Elecrncal surges on ac and dc inverter power wiring and
diagnostic cables have the potential to shorten the lifetime
of power electronics, These surges may be caused by either
nearby lightning or capacitor switching transients. This
paper contains a description of ongoing surge evaluations of
PV power electronics and surge mitigation hardware at
%ndia.

1. General Introduction

Direct lightning strikes are expected to cause extensive
damage to PV equipment and are not the subject of this
effort. However, electronics equipment can be hardened to
the damaging effects of nearby lightning. Nearby lightning
couples to wires through magnetic and electrical fields that
are radiated and conducted from the area of a lightning
strike. Surges due to nearby lightning are much more
frequent than those from direct lightning strikes. Electrical
surges that result from load transients, commutation
notching, fault clearing, capacitor switching, and system
faults can also adversely effect grid tied inverters.

At the request of invetier manufacturers, Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) has recently begun evaluating the
response of PV inverters to such nearby surges. At this time
most PV inverters do not have surge protection and there is
evidence that electrical surges are reducing inverter
reliability. Failures, in turn, result in increased repair cost
and hi~&er inverter cost. Additionally, the continued ability
to avoid islanding after such surges is a utility requirement.
Because of reports of field failures due to nearby lightning
strikes, this effort is expected to improve the reliability of
PV hardware as well as remove barriers to installation on
US electric utility lines.

IEEE C62.41 -1991 defines the source and frequency of
potentially damaging surges and defines the standard surge
testing waveforms. IEEE C62.45- 1992 discusses the low-
voltage equipment test conditions and test methodology in
detail. It defines a location category C that includes
inverters that are located outside and specifies test pulses
with up to 10-kV charge voltages. Location category B
(pulses up to 6 kV) includes the building service entrance
and has been selected by SNL as the most appropriate
location category for typical PV inverter evaluations.
Location category B specifies test pulses with up to 6-kV
charge voltages. The selection of 6 kV as a peak voltage for
indoor systems results from the fact that conductors for
indoor systems are spaced such that voltages greater than 6
kV will generally arc. Simi[atiy the value of 10 kV for
category C results from dimensions in outdoor wiring that
would generally arc. Two pulses are described in the IEEE

documents: (1) a ,5 WSrise time -100 kHz ring wave (Figure

1), and (2) a 1.2 x 50 ps (rise time x pulse width) –8 x 20 us
combination wave (Figure 2). The combination waveform is

The respective source impedance of
waveforms are 9.2, 215, and I.Z ohms.

\Figum 1: Velonex 100kHz ringing pulse VOC& 1ss
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Test Philosophy: The test philosophy includes the
following elements:
a. Incremental A~Dlication of Stress. Pulses result from
the discharge of a surge generator capacitor through the
impedance presented by the inverter. Thus the actual output
voltage may differ significantly from the capacitor charge
voltage. The initial charge voltage is chosen as 500 volts.
Subsequently, to determine the level of hardness of the
equipment under test (EUT), the charge voltage is



incremented in steps of 1000 Vdc tiom 1 to 6 kV. As the
charge voltage is increased it is probable that a protecting
device will suddenly be activated. This may result in less
coupled energy at higher voltages than at lower voltages
where the protective device is still inactive. Thus the EUT
may prove to be more susceptible to a lower or intermediate
voltage than to a higher voltage.

b. Dual Polarity Testing. Both negative and positive pulses

are applied.

c. Repetitive Pulses. High voltage pulses can incrementally
weaken components with no apparent damage after the
initial pulse. Thus for an inverter which survives all voltage
increments three pulses are applied at the highest charge
voltage level. Repetitive pulses are at least one minute
apart.

d. Unpowered Evaluations. When external power is
provided to the EUT there is the potential for greater stress
to components. Breakdowns due to surges can be
exacerbated by the large amount of energy available from
either the dc or ac lines. This extra current, supplied by the
equipment under test, is referred to as “follow” current.
Since the stress is lower in the unpowered EUT case,
unpowered evaluations may be completed prior to powered
up evaluations.

e. Powered Evaluations. Powered evaluations are necessary
because of the likelihood of “follow” current and because
of the need to evaluate the survivability of anti-iskmding
features of grid-tied inverters. Because of the possibility of
latent damage to these critical circuits, an anti-islanding test
should always be conducted after each significant voltage
increase in a surge test. Filters are required between the
EUT and other power sources to protect the power source
and to present a high impedance to the surge.

f. Evaluation of Transfer Functions. A transfer fimction
that defines the current that passes through the protection
circuitry is useful for designers. Care must be taken to
avoid significantly changing the circuit configuration or

damaging instrumentation. This is accomplished by
monitoring the signal with a current probe. The monitored
wire is wrapped in mylar to prevent arcing and centered in
the current probe, to minimize capacitive coupling. The
signal from the current probe may be fed to a battery-
operated oscilloscope and thus isolated tiom ground.

The transfer function also provides a means for detecting
flashover or breakdown in the applied signal. Initially the
signals are applied at low voltage where no possibility of
flashover exists. As the charge voltage is increased, the
coupled signal envelopes will be identical and will scale in
magnitude unless a nonlinear effect occurs. Thus a change
in the coupled signal envelope or a failure to scale linearly
implies that a nonlinear event has occurred.

3. Evaluations of Surge Mitigation Devices
The evaluations of a typical metal-oxide varistor (MOV)

and a silicon spark gap are presented below. Note that the
ring wave, which has a faster rise time, rises to a higher
voltage prior to being clamped. As the charge voltage is
increased a higher amplitude of peak voltage is coupled past

the MOV to potentially vulnerable electronics. This
particular MOV was pulsed more than 12 times with no
obvious degradation.

Figure 3. Pulse Clamp VoKage versus Charge Voltage

for an MOV
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A Delta Model LA 302-RG was also evaluated.
This unit has been used in many PV applications; it is not
clear that the users understood its proper application.
Delta’s description defines the clamping voltage but does
not define the initiation voltage. The initiation voltage, the
voltage required to start an arc is usually much larger than
the clamping voltage. The LA 302RG had no effect at surge
voltages up to 6 kV. A physical examination of the arrestor
revealed that it is a silicon-filled (sand) spark gap.
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Figure 4 Test Data from the Omnion [nverter

This clamping effect is clearly seen in data tiom a pulse
test of an Omnion inverter that uses an MOV. In Figure 4

the 6000 volt 8 x 50 p second output of the surge generator
is limited to a peak of 700 volts. This is quickly clamped to
a voltage of about 400 volts. The current spike (current into
the inverter) is limited to 29 amps peak and is of very short
duration. The current is measured after the MOV and its
shape is affected by other inverter components.

Conclusions
The surge testing of power electronics and surge

protection devices at SNL will continue with emphasis on
providing practical guidelines for manufactures and users.
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shorten (time x temperature) for gettering such precipitates.
One approach is to inject point defects during the process.

Modeling results show that successful gettering of
precipitated impurities will result in 18’XO-20V0cells on the
low-cost material. Alternately, it may be necessaV to
perform crystal growth with the objective of eliminating
impurity precipitation. These new considerations may
redefine the as-grown material quality and c~stal growth
conditions for low-cost Si.

Hydrogen oassivation
H-passivation is used as a standard process by many

companies in solar cell manufacturing. Typically, hydrogen
is incorporated during PECVD nitridation followed by a
higher temperature drive-in process. The detailed
mechanisms of Hdiffusion and passivation are still not well
understood Because PECVD can be tailored to include
surface passivation, such a process can be very valuable. It
is interesting to note that effective passivation also requires
that impurities be in a dissolved state. Challenges are to
develop simpler, more effective passivation processes based
on a comprehensive understanding of Passivation
mechanisms. An importantissue is whether hydrogen can
passivate defect clusters.

Processes for increased througimut
It is clear that the processes for upgrading material

quality must constitute standard procedures of cell
fabrication that are compatible with high throughput without
incurring additional process costs. Processes such as
forming gas annealing RTP, continuous optical furnaces,
and low-temperature oxidation are potential fiture
processes. New designs are needed to ensure throughputs
that are compatible with the needs of the PV industry.

Thinner wafer processing
For the same material quality, thimer wafers can yield

higher cell performance. Another important advantage of
thin cells is that their passivation and gettering processes
can be less time consuming. Thus, much emphasis will be
placed on thin cells. However, thinner wafers raise a variety
of issues related to need for

. Significantly lower interface recombination through
surface passivation
● Reduced stresses due to metallization and asymmetric
depositions
● Automated handling for minimum breakage.

3. Crystalline-Si Cell Processing
The PV Roadmap efficiency goals for c-Si cells call for

production-line average efficiencies of 16V0in 3 years, 18%
in 10 years, and 20’XOin 20 years. IndnstriaUy produced
cells will need to incorporate many of the high-performance
features demonstrated by laboratory cells, but using low-
cost, high-throughput fabrication techniques.

Low-recombination emitters
High-performance requires the use of passivated-

emitters that have a selectively doped emitter profile. This
allows the Si to remain highly doped beneath the gridlines
for low contact recombination and resistance, but more
lightly doped between gridlines for reduced emitter
recombination. The lightly doped portion of the emitter
needs to have excellent surface passivation to avoid losses

due to surface recombination. These selective emitter
stmctures have been demonstrated by several research
groups, some using single diffhsion techniques which may.
be amemble to mass production.

Surface passivation
Plasmadeposited silicon-nitride films have been shown

to provide excellent emitter and rear-surface passivatio~
and also double as an effective antireflection coating. In
additio~ they can provide good bulkdefect passivation by
providing a source of atomic hydrogen, which can diffuse
into the bulk to passivate defects and impurities. This can
allow use of lower quality feedstocks or growth methods.
The critical need is to design a high-throughput plasma
deposition system with low operational cost. -

Thinner wafers
Besides tiording lower cost through better material

utilization%thin cells are more tolerant of lower quality bulk
Si. However in oxler to maintain performance, thin cells
require excellent light absorbing properties and low back
surface recombination.
Texluring

Lower-cost multicrystalline, sheet, and ribbon Si need
affordable texturing to reduce front-surface reflectance, and
redirect absorbed light obliquely within the cell. This
increases optical path length, generates carriers closer to the
junction for increased collectio~ and can tmp weakly
absorbed light through total internal reflection.

Selfdooin$z.metzdhzations ,..
Metals which contain appropriate dopants have the

potential to form self-aligned selective-emitters and back
surface fields at low cost by avoiding the need for additional
diffkion steps. Some new metal deposition techniques
have the potential to reduce contact and series resistance as
we]] by avoiding the use of oxide flit and organic binders.

Back-contacts
Cells with rear gridlines can benefit from the avoidance

of gridline shadowing, and may allow significant cost-
savings due to simplified cell-interconnection methods.

4. Summary
The challenges for c-Si cells to meet the road map goals

are substantial. At the projected production levels, it will be
necessary to have sources of low-cost solar-grade silicon or
to evolve growth processes that utilize much less material.
High-throughput growth processes with low defect and
impurity concentrations will also be a necessity. Novel
high-throughput cell processing for higher device efficiency
and low-cost material upgrading will also be needed.
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